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Step Two 

Came to believe that a 

Power greater than 

ourselves could 

restore us to sanity. 
 

 

Tradi t ion Two 

For our group purpose 

there is but one 

ultimate authority- a 

loving God as He may 

express Himself in our 

group conscience. Our 

leaders are but 

trusted servants; they 

do not govern. 

 

Concept  Two 

The General Service 

Conference of A.A. has 

become, for nearly 

every practical 

purpose, the active 

voice and the effective 

conscience of our 

whole Society in its 

world affairs. 

The work in AA has helped this couple bring their relationship to 
a richer, deeper level. 

I was six months short of 40 when I took my last drink. My 
two children were in junior high and high school, driving me 
crazy, and I had a marriage that was in the final stages of 
destruction. I learned in my sobriety that my drinking was the 
primary cause of the misery in my life although I didn ’t think 
so. I was very angry to learn from the winners that I was not 
to make any major changes in relationships the first year of 
my sobriety because I wanted a divorce, and that would solve 
most of my problems. But I wanted what you had, and I 
listened and followed the advice. My attitude changed and by 
my first AA birthday I sincerely wanted to save my marriage 
and make it work. It was not to be, there was way too much 
baggage of the past that kept being blown back to my side of 
the street, and I didn’t have a willing partner that would work 
on her side. I moved out, and a few weeks later, the divorce 
papers were served. My marriage of almost 23 years was 
over, due to my drinking.  

I was finished with women—they were a source of misery. I 
decided to stay a bachelor for the rest of my life. I wanted 
nothing to do with any other women, I would now be able to 
hunt, fish and do what I wanted, when I wanted, without 
anyone’s permission. As usual, my intentions were no 
prediction of my future. I continued with my program and 
went to a lot of meetings. I joined in with others for coffee or 
ice cream and occasionally lunch or dinner. I learned how to 
interact with others without having an agenda. I also started 
listening closer to people, especially those who shared 
regularly about their Higher Power. I was attracted to the 
women who shared their Higher Power. I started thinking that 
spiritual women were the most beautiful people on earth. 
After a time, the group after the meeting was getting smaller 
when we would go out. Then one night it got down to just the 
two of us. The other person was this lady who was very open 
and honest about her God. The fact that she was pretty and 
had a nice figure was a plus. I think we just went for coffee 

(Continued on page 2) 
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after that meeting. 

Not long after that night I was in my new apartment 
doing laundry when the phone rang, and it was her. 
She had an extra ticket for a play and invited me to 
go with her. I valued her friendship, so I accepted. 
At this point in my life, I needed a good laugh, we 
laughed all through the play and afterward when 
we went to eat. That was the start of being running 
buddies that developed into friendship.  

I had learned and been told that unless I could 
determine my part in past relationships, I would be 
condemned to repeat my mistakes. I learned that 
drunks have a picker that is broken and when it 
comes to the opposite sex, we will pick someone 
who fits our old ideas of what the ideal partner 
should be. And as we know—the results are nil 
until we let go absolutely.  

The first paragraph in Step Eight in the  Twelve and 
Twelve tells us we are to examine our relationships. 
The first full paragraph on page 80 speaks volumes 
about what we are to do. We are to find those flaws 
which are basic and responsible for the whole 
pattern of our lives. This is an expanded version of 
the inventory we took in Step Four. I added this to 
another Fifth Step and in the Sixth and Seventh 
Steps asked God to remove the character defects 
which I used to sabotage and destroy every 
relationship I had in the past. As I became willing 
to change my behavior and God removed my 
defects of character that pertained to relationships, 
I was able to maintain a healthy relationship and 
make it grow. I was the beneficiary of the promise 
at the end of the paragraph: “Thoroughness, we 
have found, will pay—and pay handsomely.” 

(Continued from page 1) 
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I say all of this because in the course of 
becoming a running buddy and a friend, I 
was starting to fall in love again. I didn ’t 
want it; I didn’t think it was possible and I 
knew I was no good in the field of love. 
Without knowing it, I surrendered once 
more. I was learning how to love others 
unconditionally just as my Higher Power 
loved me. I was learning how to be a friend, 
I was keeping promises, I was a sympathetic 
listener, and I was considering others before 
I was thinking of myself. I was changing 
and learning how to be a man and a partner.  

Many months went by as we spent more and 
more time together. I met her family and 
could see she was from good stock. My 
family came to visit, and during the visit, 
we shared a big meal at her folk’s home. I 
was sitting next to my aunt, and I asked her 
a question, “Does this setting remind you of 
anything?” Her answer was, “Reminds me of 
our family back home.” I felt the same 
thing. It was something I had been missing 
for a long time. My ex-wife and I had lived 
so far apart from our families; we missed a 
lot of holidays, birthdays, and anniversaries. 
I felt very at home in my new lady friend’s 
family. I was accepted and I felt loved.  

No discussion of dating in sobriety would be 
complete unless it included intimacy. Being 
intimate is not about sex. I learned that 
intimacy is sharing from the heart without 
being judged. It is based on trust. For many 
years I confused intimacy with sex. Sex is 
biology and hormones with a lot of 
emotional baggage. My new lady friend and 
I had progressed over a period of months 
from shaking hands and a hug at the end of 
the evening to a kiss on the cheek. Finally, 
one night we shared a real kiss and it was 
both electric and frightening. My first 
thought was, “My God, what have I done? I 
have ruined everything now.” Over the next 
few weeks, we both did something 
different—we talked about our feelings 
concerning the first kiss and the hormones 
we had brought back to life. We knew the 
logical conclusion but were afraid sex would 

ruin a good friendship. We decided to pray 
about it and ask our Higher Power to guide 
us in this new and unfamiliar territory. We 
followed his path and we haven’t looked 
back 

What I learned about my part in old 
relationships I decided to do differently in 
my new life in recovery. I let God choose 
and it has worked out extremely well. I also 
learned and adopted a new set of beliefs.  

1. If I can’t love myself, I am incapable of 
loving another. The program of recovery 
has allowed me to get to know me and to 
love myself. 

2. Love God and follow his plan for me. I 
am not always certain of the next right 
thing to do, but I always know the wrong 
thing to do so I do not practice my old 
behavior. 

3. Love others as I would love myself.  

The result has been 14 years in a happy 
marriage and more than 20 years of sobriety. 
We respect and cherish each other, we have 
learned how to resolve conflicts, and by 
working our programs, we continue to take 
inventory and make amends as needed. We 
have been through times of unemployment, 
health issues, burying both our fathers and 
life situations in general. We let God be in 
charge and things work out.  

We went into this relationship knowing that 
when boy meets girl on AA turf, the results 
are not always good. After all, we are people 
who normally would not mix. We also have 
to remember that as recovering alcoholics, 
we bring a lot of baggage into a 
relationship, and a lot of us are not a real 
catch. We have issues! But experience has 
taught us that if we put God in charge and 
practice these principles in all our affairs, 
all things are possible. Thanks be to God.  

Robert M—Carrollton, TX  

Reprinted with permission: AAGrapevine.org  
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FIRST MONDAY OF      
EVERY MONTH: 

District  30 Meeting  
When: 6:30pm – 7:30pm 
Zoom ID: 283 536 1220 

 

SECOND MONDAY OF  
EVERY MONTH: 

Intergroup Meeting    
When: 5:45pm – 6:45pm 
Where: Central Office   

417 Welshwood       
 
 

STEERING  
COMMITTEE 

When: Monday Apr 22nd 
 5:45pm – 6:45pm 

Where:   Central Office  
   417 Welshwood 

 
 

FIRST TUESDAY OF  
EVERY MONTH: 
District 32 Meeting 

When:  6:30pm 
Where: Last Stop Club 

2122 Utopia 
 

 
SECOND SATURDAY OF 

EVERY MONTH 
District 34 Meeting 

When:  10am 
Where: 200 E. Cedar St 

Goodlettsville 

CENTRAL OFFICE                           

POSITIONS 

OFFICER 

NAME 

PHONE    

NUMBER 

Chairperson Garrett D 615.957.7674 

Central Office Manager Charles C 615.973.9898 

Central Office Bookkeeper Bill M 615.512.5710 

Vice Chairperson Jason S  

Secretary Lindsey T 615.260.6295 

Treasurer  Karla H 619.804.5786  

Public Information/Cooperation with 

the Professional  Community 
Al C 615.587.1616 

Accessibility Committee     

Corrections Charlie B 615.554.9085 

Treatment Facilities   

Events Chair  Brian  615.406.6361 

Archives   

Sobriety Dinner Brian  615.406.6361 

Newsletter Editor Pat P 228.254.7053 

S U P E R  B O W L  T I M E  
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1.  I  dedicate  my sobr ie ty to  serving the  group conscience. 

2.  I  develop disc ipl ine  to  serve the  group conscience by obeying i t  as  a  t rus ted 
servant .  

3.  I  do what  God delegates  to  me through the  group. 

4.  I  serve by act ing on my conscience through our  "Right  of  Decis ion" and I  t rus t  
o thers  when they exercise  thei r  "Right  of  Decis ion." 

5.  I  serve through our  "Right  to  Par t ic ipate"  in  l ife  and I  respect  th is  r ight  in  
others .  

6.  I  serve the  group by having the  courage to  s ta te  a  minor i ty opinion  when  
needed and I  respect  th is  r ight  in  others . 

7.  God has  the  ul t imate  responsibi l i ty for  my service  whi le  I  have the  act ive  
responsibi l i ty for  carrying the  message. 

8.  I  am empowered to  give  service  and  I  am responsive  to  the  group’s  conscience 
concerning my service . 

9.  I  am wil l ing to  be  responsible .  

10.I  serve by being a  personal  spir i tual  example of  good leadership:  

  I  seek advice .  

  I  accept  cr i t ic ism and disagreement .  

  I  compromise.  

  I  take tough s tands.  

  I  exercise  vis ion.  

11.   I  am of  service  by accept ing responsibi l i ty for  the authori ty God has  given 
me and by respect ing the  author i ty God has  given to  others . 

12.   I  t ry to  serve with  qual i ty and dedicat ion.  I  am guaranteed self less  service  by 
observing the  6  warrant ies : 

  I  do not  pursue author i ty,  weal th ,  and  power .  

  I  l ive  by a  prudent  f inancial  pr inciple .  

  I 'm not  a  dic ta tor  and I  am not  placed in  a posi t ion of  unqual if ied 
author i ty by anyone.  

  I  seek substant ia l  unanimity whenever  possible .  

  I  am not  personal ly puni t ive ,  nor  do I  inci te  publ ic  controversy.  

  I  am democrat ic  in  thought  and act ion.  

       Anonymous  

12 CONCEPTS AS I TRY TO LIVE THEM 
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Dysfunctional: Being together and unhappy is safer than being alone. 

Functional: Being together brings us joy and happiness. 
 

Dysfunctional: It is safer to be with other people than it is to be alone and intimate with our partner. 

Functional: Being alone and intimate with our partner is as safe as being with other people. 
 

Dysfunctional: If I really let my partner know what I've done or what I'm feeling and thinking (who I 

am), (s)he will leave me. 

Functional: When I really let my partner know what I've done or what I'm thinking (who I am), it 

increases our intimacy. It's met with acceptance. 
 

Dysfunctional: It is easier to hide (medicate) our feelings through addictive/compulsive behavior than 

it is to express them. 

Functional: We no longer need to hide and medicate our feelings through our addictive/compulsive 

behavior. We can express our feelings appropriately. 
 

Dysfunctional: Being enmeshed and totally dependent with each other is perceived as being in love. 

Functional: Being interdependent adds strength to the relationship. 
 

Dysfunctional: We find it difficult to ask for what we need, both individually and as a couple. 

Functional: We are learning to ask for what we need, both individually and a couple. 
 

Dysfunctional: Being sexual is equal to being intimate. 

Functional: Being sexual enhances our relationship (increases our intimacy). 
 

Dysfunctional: We either avoid our problems or feel we are individually responsible for solving the 

problems we have as a couple. 

Functional: We are learning to face our problems and not to feel individually responsible for solving 

the problems we have as a couple. 
 

Dysfunctional: We believe that we must agree on everything. 

Functional: We believe we don't have to agree on everything. 
 

Dysfunctional: We believe that we must enjoy the same things and have the same interests. 

Functional: We believe we can have different interests and enjoy different things and enjoy being 

together. 
 

Dysfunctional: We repeat patterns of dysfunction from our families-of-origin.  

Functional: We are recognizing and breaking the patterns of dysfunction from our families-of-origin.  
 

Dysfunctional: We have forgotten how to play together. 

Functional: We can play and have fun together. 
 

Dysfunctional: It is safer to get upset about little issues than to express our true feelings 

about larger ones. 

Functional: We are learning to express our true feelings about larger issues, and we are learning to 

resolve conflict. 

Characteristics of Functional and Dysfunctional Couples 
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GROUP / MEETING  DEC 2023   YTD  

805                 -    

86'ers            1,073  

A NEW FREEDOM                 -    

ANY LENGTHS                 120              240  

AWOL               307  

BACK TO THE BIG BOOK               120  

BACKROOM            3,328  

BASEMENT BUNCH                 200              400  

BELLEVUE            1,500  

BERRY'S CHAPEL BB 

STUDY 

                  65              130  

BERRY'S HILLS               124  

BRENTWOOD FULL 

MOON 

              875  

BROWN BAG               300  

BY THE BOOK, 

BYRDSTOWN 

                -    

BY THE BOOK, DICKSON               102  

BYRDSTOWN                 40  

GROUP / MEETING  DEC 2023   YTD  

CAME TO BELIEVE                 -    

CELEBRATE SERENITY               105  

CENTERVILLE            1,014  

CHAPEL HILL               120  

CHICKEN PLUCKERS            1,539  

CLARK STREET                 200              600  

COLUMBIA               360  

COLUMBIA BASEMENT                 -    

COMFORT ZONE            1,750  

COMMUNICATIONS                 -    

COOKEVILLE               450  

COURAGE TO CHANGE                 -    

CROSSVILLE               126  

CROSSVILLE NONSMKIN' 

STEP 

                -    

CROSSVILLE NOONERS               475  

DAVIDSON RD            6,000  

3 LEGACIES 

Justice W 02.22.19 

    

DONELSON YET 

Will C 02.19.20 

FEBRUARY 

ANNIVERSARIES 
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GROUP / MEETING  DEC 2023   YTD  

DEKALB FRIENDSHIP                 -    

DESIGN FOR LIVING               335  

DICKSON                140  

DICKSON, BY THE BOOK                 -    

DISTRICT 9               150  

DISTRICT 13               100  

DISTRICT 35                     9                18  

DONELSON Y.E.T.               100  

DOWNTOWN LUNCH               190  

DROP THE ROCK, 

TULLAHOMA 

                -    

DRUNKS IN THE PARK                 -    

EAST HICKMAN                 -    

EAST NASHVILLE                  -    

EAST SIDE MEN'S STAG            1,900  

EAST SIDE SATURDAY            1,425  

EASTSIDE SUNLIGHTERS            2,674  

EASTSIDE SUNLIGHTERS 

ONLINE 

              102  

EASY DOES IT MT. JULIET                 -    

EVERY WOMAN HAS A 

STORY 

              279  

FAIRFIELD GLADE               200  

FAIRVIEW                 -    

FAYETTEVILLE               100  

FIRST THINGS FIRST               659  

FIVE AND FIVE            1,100  

FRANKLIN            2,223  

FRANKLIN FELLOWSHIP                 -    

FRANKLIN 4TH BB STUDY                 -    

FRANKLIN MEN'S               300  

FRANKLIN ROAD WOMEN'S                 72  

FREE TO BE                 172              646  

FREEDOM FROM BONDAGE                 25  

FRIDAY NIGHT PRIME TIME                 -    

FRIENDS IN RECOVERY            1,075  

FRIENDS OF BILL, LAKE 

TANSI 

                123              499  

G.A.A. GALLATIN               100  

GLADEVILLE GRATITUDE                 -    

G.O.D. (GROUP OF DRUNKS)               366  

GRATEFUL GROVE                 572           1,144  

GRATITUDE                 -    

H.O.W.W. (HONEST OPEN-

MINDED WOMEN) 

              100  

HAPPY DESTINY                 -    

HAPPY HOUR               427  

GROUP / MEETING  DEC 2023   YTD  

HARDING                   61  

HARDING RD               190  

HENDERSONVILLE BB                 -    

HERMITAGE S.S.S.               306  

HERMITAGE WOMEN'S               555  

HIGH NOON               275  

HILLSBORO ROAD                 -    

HOW IT WORKS, MENS               300  

HUNT CLUB AA 

MEDITATION 

                -    

JOELTON                 -    

KEEP IT SIMPLE               199  

KEEPING SOBER                 -    

KEY TO SOBRIETY               240  

KICK OFF NOT UNTIL 

NOON 

              150  

LADIES NIGHT OUT                   84              357  

LAFAYETTE NEW HOPE                 50  

LAMBDA               294  

LAST HOUSE ON THE 

BLOCK 

                -    

LATE LUNCH BUNCH            2,125  

LAWRENCEBURG                 60  

LET IT HAPPEN               180  

LEWISBURG                 -    

LIFE SAVERS               150  

LIVE AND LET LIVE                 -    

LIVING THE PRINCIPLES               388  

LIVING BY THE PRINT               900  

LIVINGSTON AA               175  

LIVINGSTON 12x12               100  

McMINNVILLE SERENITY                 -    

MEN'S LOG CABIN                 349           1,270  

MID-DAY BREAK                 -    

MIDDLE TENNESSEE                 20  

MONTEREY FRIDAY NIGHT                 -    

MT. JULIET FELLOWSHIP                 -    

MURFREESBORO                   28              310  

MUSIC ROW                 100              350  

MUSTARD SEED                 400           1,400  

NEW BEGINNINGS                 -    

NEW DAY                 -    

NEW HOPE                 30  

NEW LIFE                 -    

NIPPER'S CORNER                     1              327  
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GROUP / MEETING  DEC 2023   YTD  

NORTHSIDE                 12  

N.O.W.                 115              340  

ON AWAKENING               800  

ONE DAY AT A TIME                 -    

ONE PURPOSE                   25              300  

ONE STEP CLOSER               313  

OUT OF FOG/OUT OF 

BOG 

             1,225           3,950  

OUT TO BREAKFAST               477  

PAGE 112               573  

PAY DAY               300  

PEACE IN THE PARK               440  

PEACHTREE                 -    

PORTLAND UNITY                 85  

PRIMARY PURPOSE                 -    

PRIMARY PURPOSE 

LEWISBURG 

              750  

PRIMARY PURPOSE 

ROLLING HILLS 

              370  

PULASKI                   30              860  

RECOVERY HILL               629  

RECOVERY ON THE ROW               778  

RIDGETOP BASIC                 -    

RIGHT DIRECTION                 -    

ROBERTSON COUNTY                     5                90  

RUSHH HOUR            1,000  

RUTS               250  

SAFE HARBOR               300  

SAFE PLACE               145  

ST. A'S               263  

ST. BETHLEHEM                 -    

SANGO SOLUTIONS               150  

SATURDAY NIGHT ALIVE                   20              240  

SAVE HER A SEAT                 -    

SEEKERS               500  

SEEKING SANITY                 -    

SERENITY, MURF               100  

SERENITY IN THE PARK               252  

SHADE TREE                 353           6,140  

SHELBYVILLE                 25  

SISTERS IN SOBRIETY                   34              140  

SMYRNA GRATITUDE                 -    

SOBER AT SUNRISE                 -    

SOBRIETY FIRST                 97  

SPRING HILL               114  

GROUP / MEETING  DEC 2023   YTD  

SPIRITUAL WARFARE                 -    

SSS, HERMITAGE               364  

STATE CONVENTION                     4                  8  

STRAGGLERS            1,500  

STRUCK GOLD               306  

SUNDAY 10AM, 

CROSSVILLE 

                50  

THANKFUL 

CONTEMPLATION 

              955  

THERE IS A SOLUTION               296  

THREE LEGACIES               275  

TRINITY                 -    

TRUDGING THE ROAD                 -    

TWELVE STEPS TO 

FREEDOM 

                -    

TURNING POINT            2,630  

UNCOMMON WOMEN                 43  

UNITED, GALLATIN               900  

UNITY AT 6               250  

VALLEY VIEW                 -    

WAKE UP                 76  

WANGL                 -    

WAVERLY               120  

WAY OF LIFE               150  

WEEKENDERS               600  

WEST MEADE                 -    

WESTMINSTER                 -    

WEST NASHVILLE                 137              508  

WEST NASHVILLE UNITED                 -    

WHITE HOUSE                 -    

WINNERS & BEGINNERS               832  

WOMAN'S WAY               115  

WOMEN IN RECOVERY                 -    

WOMEN IN THE SOLUTION                 100              450  

WOMEN'S FREEDOM                 424           1,049  

WOMEN'S KITCHEN TABLE                 -    

WOMEN'S OPEN DOOR               163  

WOMEN'S SPEAKER                 -    

WOODBINE               200  

GROUP MONTHLY 

TOTALS 

           4,580      80,663  

INDIVIDUALS            7,078      36,737  

MESSENGER                  30            177  

COMBINED TOTALS 

TO DATE 

        11,688    117,577  
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